4 USB Ports Supercharge Powerdock

Charge up to four 2.4 Amp devices simultaneously. Intelligent Charging IC detects your device to deliver its fastest possible charge speed. Space-saving design to store and charge 4 devices from a single power source. Perfect viewing angle, enjoy movie on your device while charging, with over-heat, over-current, over-charging protection.

Input: 100-240V
Output: 48 watts in total.
(5V/2.4A, 12 watts for each charging port)

Insert the included A/C Adaptor into the DC In port at the bottom of the station, then plug the adaptor into wall socket. Use only the included AC Adaptor
Put the Powerdock on a flat surface.

Use an approved/compatible cable (NOT INCLUDED) for each mobile device. Plug the mobile device to be charged into one of the USB Ports.

Rest the mobile device in one of the charging trays.

Package content
100-240V 50-60 Hz A/C Adaptor
Power Cord (UK/US/EU/AU optional)
Powerdock
User manual